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The Committee for Free and Fair Elections in Cambodia (COMFREL) serves to promote 
democracy and citizen’s participation in the spirit of building capacity for nationwide 
networking and cooperation with its member organizations and partners. Democracy is not just 
about elections, but free and fair elections as they are a necessary condition of democracy. 
COMFREL is also a member of Women for All, working together to promote women’s 
participation in politics and decision-making at national, sub-national and local levels in 
promoting positive change for democratic women’s participation through women’s capacity 
development, advocacy and lobby the political party leaders, the government to formulate 
policies and laws to increase number of women’s political representation at all levels. 

The report on “The Empowerment of Women in Politics and the 6th Legislature National 
Assembly Elections 2018” is an analysis of the data and views of Cambodian women’s 
participation in politics, especially the process of the 6th Legislature National Assembly (NA) 
Elections 2018. 

 

This report looks in particular at the women’s political empowerment and elections; number of 
women candidates, measures for how to select women candidats, policies of political parties 
for promoting women’s political participation, political party platforms on women’s and 
children’s issues, challenges facing women both as voters and candidates including violence 
against women in politics. Also, it shows about women’s opinions on electoral progress, and 
activities related to promoting women’s participation in politics as well as the outcome of 
elected women representative from the single party CPP which dominated the election and the 
outcome. It also provides an overview of a rapid survey on “The reason of women voters who 
voted or have indelible ink on their finger and women voters who did not go to vote or have 
no indelible ink on their finger” conducted by Women Volunteer Citizens throughout the four 
provincial target area of COMFREL a day after the election and two case studies. The report 
closes with a set of recommendations to improve gender equality and women’s political 
empowerment in Cambodia. 
 
COMFREL hope that this report is of importance and useful for many stakeholders in the fields 
of women’s affairs and politics, especially government officials, member of parliament, political 
parties, staff of associations and non-governmental organizations, representatives of 
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development partners, researchers and academics among others, to help with their work 
promoting women to become involved in politics and decision-making level. 
 
Special acknowledgement goes to the COMFREL team, namely Mrs. Sonket Sereyleak who is 
the author of this report. She also supervise her team, Mrs. Eim Sivutha and all female 
volunteer citizens who implemented the action plan regarding the collection of data, translated 
from Khmer to English, designed and decorated the report with support of COMFREL’s 
provincial secretaries. We would also like to thank Mr. Koul Panha and Mr. Kim Chhorn for 
their support and feedback which further improved the quality of this report. Last but not least, 
I would also like to fabulous thanks Mr. Kevin Nauen who helped edit the English version. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Phnom Penh, 30 November 2018 
 

Koul Panha 
Executive Director of COMFREL 
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As a result of the 2018 National Assembly (NA) Elections, women politicians and activists of the main 

opposition party (Cambodian National Recuse Party-CNRP) were disempowered and obstructed from 

engaging in the political process and the election because of the dissolution of the main opposition 

CNRP, ban of women opposition politicians to participate in the 2018 elections, an environment of 

fear and restrictions to freedom of expression. The result of the NA elections 2018 marked a step 

backwards for Cambodian democracy, shifting from political pluralism to one-party rule (Cambodian 

People’s Party or CPP) from controlling the elections and its result. The UN Special Rapporteur on the 

situation of human rights in Cambodia called into question the “genuineness” of the general elections 

in July 2018, in which the ruling Cambodian People’s Party won all of the parliamentary seats in the 

vote. The step backwards removing political pluralism negatively affects the quality of women elected 

and women’s participation. Political pluralism of gender is an essential element in ensuring the 

political gender check and balance. 
 

Cambodia continues to exhibit a pronounced inequality of elected women and men representatives. 

There are only 19 elected female representatives (immediately elected), equaling 15.02%, while the 

overwhelming percentage of elected male representatives was equal to 84.80% making up 106 of the 

total 125 parliamentary seats for the 6th legislature National Assembly Elections 2018 (NA Elections). 

The main cause of this issue is the lack of political will of the political parties with the highest 

potential and lack of specific written policies, including specific supporting articles of election laws for 

providing opportunities for women’s equal participation with men in politics, particularly as 

candidates to be elected. In addition, there are barriers to political activity faced by women, such as 

financial needs of the parties regarding candidate nomination for election campaigns, discrimination 

against women during the candidate selection process in the parties. The parties may decide based 

on the stereotype that placing many female candidates at the top of the list would alienate many 

voters, following from prejudices common in Cambodian culture, female candidates stand as 

candidates in constituencies where they were not expected to win the election and male individuals 

in position did not want to step down etc. 

Regarding the financing issue, the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) conducted a survey in 2008 

affirming that campaign financing was one of the biggest obstacles faced by women. This was later 
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confirmed in research done by UN Women in 2013, wherein over 80% of respondents identified 

access to financing as one of the biggest barrier to enter politics.1 

In Cambodia, women have become more involved in political affairs and they were very actively 

involved in elections process in the last decade, in term of frequency, scope, and voice. On 

contradiction to this, there is a lack of opportunity for women to stand as candidates and to be 

elected as a leader. The number of elected female parliamentarians was decreasing continually from 

the 5th legislature NA elections 2013 to the 6th legislature NA elections 2018. The number of female 

candidates is still low, despite the increase for the 6th legislature NA elections 2018. 

According to the official result of political party registration and list of candidates released by 

National Election Committee (NEC) on 14 June 2018 for the 6th legislature NA elections there were a 

total of 1,972 titular candidates from 20 political parties, of which 498 (25.25%) were female. The 

number of female candidates increased by 6.29% when compared to the 5th legislature of 2013 which 

had only 168 (18.96%). In the contrast, the number of female candidates from the Cambodian 

People's Party (CPP), the party with the highest potential to secure office, has decreased. It was the 

lowest even though this party is leading the government and has obligation to promote and 

implement the international conventions related to providing opportunities and encouraging for 

women’s equal participation with men. In fact, the CPP had the fewest women candidates with 19 

(15.20%) for the 6th legislature of 2018, which slightly decreased by 1.06%, compared to the 5th 

legislature of 2013 when it had 20 (16.26%). At the same time, some other competing political parties 

have put up more women candidates over 30-50 percent in some cases. There were 62, equaling 

17.81% of female candidates at the 1st rank and this was a slight increase of 1.54%, when compared 

to the 5th legislature of 2013 which had 16.27%.  

The number of elected females as members of parliament (MPs) for the 6th legislature was only 19 

(15.20%) [Immediately Elected]2 it has significantly decreased by 5.12% (6), when compared to the 5th 

legislature of 2013 with 25 (20.32%). After the new government was formed, there were 25 (20%) 

female MPs and the ruling CPP won all of the parliamentary seats in the vote (125 seats). The low 

number of elected women indicates that Cambodia will be unable to achieve the Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) which call for “Achieve Gender Equality and Empower All Women and 

Girls in the World by 2030” at all levels of decision-making. However, in the 6th legislature NA 

elections 2018, there was strong criticism from independent civil society organizations, independent 

                                                           
1
 UN Women undertook an assessment of parliamentarians and activists during the 57

th
 Session of the Commission on the 

Status of Women in New York in March 2013, and with members of the iKNOW Politics network, 
http://www.iknowpolitics.org.  
2
 The Official result of the Election was released by the NEC on August 15, 2018 
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analysts, opposition parties, supporter of the main opposition party and the international community 

asserting that the elections was neither free nor fair. Moreover, there is general agreement among 

such stakeholders that the systematic attacks on fundamental freedoms will have longstanding 

impacts, beyond this election cycle and it is necessary to put   pressure on the current regime, as in 

the threat of expulsion from the EU Everything But Arms (EBA) program.3 

More attention has to be paid by political parties related to resolving women’s and children’s issues 

in their political platforms for the 6th legislature National Assembly. Most political parties have 

considered on women’s and children’s issue such as: implementing the National Policy Framework to 

Social Protection by funding support and providing free health care to poor people, pregnant women, 

orphans, elderly people and people with disabilities; strengthening the quality and promoting 

education by creating more schools from primary school to higher education and providing 

scholarships to student and poor students and allowing for borrowing money from the government 

without interest in order to pay for education costs; creating more job opportunities and ensuring the 

provision of reasonable salaries for youth and young girls who recently graduated or received 

vocational training; encouraging women to prioritize to essential social work at all levels in all 

national institutions; promoting Human Rights, right to living wage, freedom of expression, women’s 

rights, labor rights, gender perspective mainstreaming, and full freedom of participation in political 

life; eliminate corruption, sexual trafficking of women and children as well as prevent domestic 

violence, gangsters and drug abuse. 

The report below is based on monitoring and analysis conducted by COMFREL staff, female volunteer 

citizens, and secondary data in the process of NA elections 2018. This report elaborates on issues or 

challenges, solutions or measures for how to select female candidates, the quantity of female 

candidates on the party lists, political party platforms on women’s and children’s issues, female 

election officials at all levels and female voters as well as the outcome of elected women 

representatives from the single party CPP which dominated the election and the outcome.     

 

 

 

 

                                                           
3
 The European Union officially notified Cambodia that the procedure for the withdrawal of its preferential trade 

treatment under the ‘Everything But Arms’ (EBA) scheme had already “been launched” by October 6, 2018 
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Women's Political Participation in the 6th legislature NA elections 2018 continued to face challenges 

in terms of having an opportunity to stand as a candidate, voting participation, as well as the 

opportunity for elected women to advance their political career. 

1- Selection of Female Candidates and Candidates Registration of Political Parties 

 
 

Political activities are restricted and this increases challenges for women to have an opportunity to 

stand as a candidate in the 2018 NA elections for 6th legislature. Some political parties contesting in 

this election raised concerns about the financial needs of the parties regarding to candidate 

nomination and some criteria to stand as candidate such as they have the ability, popularity, level of 

commitment and established political background. This funding need was for the election campaign. 

Therefore, some parties required their members to contribute money voluntarily or as much as 

possible, without limiting the amount of money for the nomination and other parties based it on their 

top ranking in the party list. 

The Beehive Social Democratic Party (BSDP), each candidate can spend as much money as possible, 

on average between USD 400 to USD 5,000. In the selection of candidates, the BSDP has a policy to 

increase the number of female parliamentarians through encouraging and training from party 

leaders, inspiring women to participate in politics without discrimination. However, there are no 

specific conditions for putting women candidates at the top ranking, just the demand that candidates 

be struggle and be loyal to the party and the people. As a result, BSDP has put 14 women candidates 

in the 1st rank in 14 constituencies more than men candidates (which were put in the 1st rank in 11 

constituencies) and the total amount of female candidates at 51.20%. Whereas the Dharmacracy 

Party (DP) is similar to the BSDP, and each candidate does not require lot of money, depending on 

their ability. The DP has a policy for promoting and increasing the number of women in all fields, 

especially in politics sector. Therefore, the DP welcomes all women who wish to participate in 

politics, regardless of their experience, the party will strengthen their capacity through training, and 
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nominated candidates are selected by the President of the party. As a result, the DP had the highest 

percentage of women candidates at 53.57%.  

The Grassroots Democratic Party (GDP) has regular funds in the party. The party members 

contributed budget dependent on their own ability. Women or men have opportunity to stand as a 

candidate at the top of the party list without contributing money, depending on ability and level of 

commitment. The process of candidate selection in the GDP is based on party congress by elections in 

accord with the candidate’s ability. For women candidates who have not been nominated at the top 

rank, the party will push some women at the top of the party list from 1st to 3rd rank. Because of the 

GDP has no clear policy to set the specific number of women candidates, other than selecting 

candidates based on ability, there are challenges for women to stand as candidates. As a result, the 

GDP has only 17.60% of female candidates.4  

 

The Cambodian People's Party (CPP) with the highest potential for political activities did not act 

differently principle from the 5th legislature of 2013 in terms of both campaign budgeting and 

candidate selection.5 The candidates contributed money dependent on the candidates’ ranking from 

1st to 3rd: around USD 30,000 to USD 60,000 for each candidate. The CPP process of selecting 

candidates is to nominate candidates by a party member survey in each Commune/Sangkat, 

District/Khan and Capital/Province level, and results of the survey was examined and approval for the 

section of female and male candidates for the candidate list of the party is done by the national 

committee.  

The adaptation of this internal principle in the party is causing challenges for female candidates, 

which many party members lacking confidence in the potential of female candidates, and along 

hesitancy to spending a lot of money for standing as candidates, as women are competing with men 

with higher levels of finances, these are huge barriers and challenges for females who were willing to 

stand for election in the 6th legislature of 2018. For instance, the CPP has only 15.20% of women 

candidates which was not a significant improvement from the 5th legislature election of 2013. On the 

other hand, discrimination against women occurred largely during the candidate selection process 

and nominee elections in the parties. The most important factor is that women do not have sufficient 

funds to compete with their male counterparts in order to become a candidate and/or to stand at the 

top of the party lists, no matter how qualified with they are. This is because women are less wealthy 

than their male counterparts and most of them hold lower positions than their male counterparts, 
                                                           
4
COMFREL’s interviewed with political party representatives: BSDP, GDP, and DP on “The selection of candidate for the 6

th
 

legislature NA Elections 2018” 
5
COMFREL’s Report on “The Empowerment of Women in Politics and the 5

th  
legislature National Assembly Elections 

2013” 
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which is why their income is generally lower. Women are more tight-fisted than their male 

counterparts in spending for political affairs due to factors such as family, financial arrangement, and 

prioritizing long-term consideration for livelihood of their family. Another factor found is the 

resistance to a female running at the top of the candidate list, when this would mean excluding their 

male counterparts. It is almost like a tradition and culture that party leaders and members have 

always excessively focused on appointment and nomination of male candidates without taking into 

consideration the participation of women. Therefore, the presence of women candidates at the top 

list leads to a loss of opportunities for some male candidates and thereby causes discontent among 

the men for they have to share power with their female counterparts. 

Although, some political parties standards for the promotion of women and a policy that candidates 

should provide money voluntarily, female candidates are still low because these parties are less 

popular and/or are newly formed and were not expected to perform well in the elections. At the 

same time, the highest potential party pays less attention to promoting and providing opportunities 

for women to stand as candidates and fully participate in political affairs. 

Unlike the previous elections, in the 6th legislature NA elections, due to restrictions on independent 

non-governmental organizations and on political rights, active of Civil Society Organizations who were 

working to promote women in politics, did not have any meetings with key political parties to lobby 

or propose political parties place women candidates on party lists by alternating make and female 

candidates. However, some independent civil society organizations such as the Committee for free 

and Fair Elections in Cambodia (COMFREL), the Cambodian Center for Human Rights (CCHR), the 

Women’s Media Center of Cambodia (WMC), the Cambodian Center for Independent Media (CCIM) 

and the Youth Resource Development Program (YRDP) continued radio programming, but with 

restricted expression. COMFREL has actively advocated and lobbied for gender equality in politics 

through its radio program by asking to all political parties to place female candidates and male 

candidates on the candidate list by using sandwich system from the top to bottom, as well as 

proposing to the National Assembly and the Government that they amend some articles of the 

Election Laws to ensure gender equality of elected representatives in accordance with the 

Sustainable Development Goals. 
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Table 1: Number of Female Candidates Fielded by 20 Political Parties for the 6th legislature NA   

Elections 
 

No 

 

Political 

Party 

 

 

Titular Candidates 

 

Reserve Candidates 
 

Constituencies 

Total 

candidates 

(Female-Male) 

Female Total 

candidates 

(Female-Male) 

Female 

# % # % 

1 KNUP 125 18 14.40% 141 19 13.47% 25 

2 OMP 53 21 39.62% 53 22 41.50% 6 

3 NLP 99 28 28.28% 99 48 48.48% 13 

4 CNP 125 15 12% 141 43 30.49% 25 

5 KRP 48 20 41.66% 48 25 52.08% 6 

6 BSDP 125 64 51.20% 141 91 64.53% 25 

7 GDP 125 22 17.60% 150 25 16.66% 25 

8 RDP 84 24 28.57% 90 33 36.66% 16 

9 RKP 59 18 30.50% 59 34 57.62% 6 

10 LDP 125 19 15.20% 143 5 3.49% 25 

11 KRP  61 18 29.51% 65 23 35.38% 10 

12 KAPP 125 45 36% 141 55 39% 25 

13 FUNCINPEC 125 9 7.20% 141 14 9.92% 25 

14 KEDP 86 33 38.37% 86 43 50% 12 

15 CYP 117 19 16.23% 117 49 41.88% 17 

16 DP 84 45 53.57% 84 53 63.09% 10 

17 KWP 125 33 26.40% 141 74 52.48% 25 

18 CIPDP 42 2 4.76% 54 14 25.92% 11 
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19 KUP 114 26 22.80% 114 34 29.82% 16 

20 CPP 125 19 15.20% 146 28 19.17% 25 

Total 1,972 498 25.25% 2,154 732 33.98%  

 

According to the official result of the registration of political parties and list of candidates released by 

NEC on June 14, 2018 for the 6th legislature NA Elections 2018, there was a total of 1,972 titular 

candidates from 20 political parties, of which 498 (25.25%) were female. This figure increased by 

6.29% when compared to the 5th legislature of 2013 with only 168 (18.96%). However, the number of 

female candidates is still low, as the overwhelming number of candidates were male. 

It should be noted that, the number of female candidates from the Cambodian People's Party (CPP) 

with the highest potential has decreased and the fewest even though this party is leading the 

government and has obligation to promote and implement the international conventions related to 

providing  opportunities and encouraging women’s equal participation with men. For instance, the 

CPP had the fewest women candidates with only 19 (15.20%) for the 6th legislature of 2018, which 

slightly decreased by 1.06% when compared to the 5th legislature of 2013 with 20 (16.26%). At the 

same time, some other competing political parties have put up a high percentage of women 

candidates with over 30%-50%. 

The regions (provinces/capital) with the higher percentage of women candidates included the 

provinces of Pailin with 36.36%, Kratie with 35.89%, Kampong Cham with 32.10%, Mondolkiri with 

30% and the capital Phnom Penh with 29.82%. (See Appendix 1 on Number and Percentage of Women 

Candidates by Capital-Province Constituencies) 

 

Table 2: Total Number of Women Candidates from 1st, 2nd and 3rd Rank for Each Party 

 

No. 

 

Political Party  

 

Titular Female Candidates; 1st , 2nd and 3rd Rank 

Number of 

Constituencies 

1st rank 2nd rank 3rd rank 

# % # % # % 

1 KNUP 25 2 8% 0 0 3 12% 

2 OMP 6 1 16.66% 0 0 3 50% 

3 NLP 13 2 15.38% 0 0 5 38.46% 
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Table 2 shows that the number of female candidates to be 62, equaling 17.81% at the 1st rank the 6th 

legislature of 2018, a slight increased of 1.54% compared to the 5th legislature of 2013 which had 

16.27%. The number of female candidates from the 1st to 3rd ranking was 185 (17.72%) out of the 

total 1,044 candidates, an increase of 5.52% (122) when compared to the 5th legislature of 2013 

which had only 63 (12.20%). The number of CPP female candidates from the 1st to 3rd rank decreased 

3.17%, from 12.50% in the 5th legislature of 2013 to 9.33% in the 6th legislature of 2018. 

 

 

4 CNP 25 5 20% 0 0 1 4% 

5 KRP 6 2 33.33% 1 16.66% 4 66.66% 

6 BSDP 25 14 56% 9 36% 5 20% 

7 GDP 25 1 4% 4 16% 11 44% 

8 RDP 16 2 12.50% 4 25% 4 25% 

9 RKP 6 0 0 2 33.33% 4 66.66% 

10 LDP 25 4 16% 5 20% 2 8% 

11 KRP  10 2 20% 1 10% 1 10% 

12 KAPP 25 4 16% 8 32% 7 28% 

13 FUNCINPEC 25 2 8% 2 8% 1 4% 

14 KEDP 12 4 33.33% 5 41.66% 3 25% 

15 CYP 17 1 5.88% 1 5.88% 2 11.76% 

16 DP 10 5 50% 5 50% 5 50% 

17 KWP 25 8 32% 3 12% 3 12% 

18 CIPDP 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 

19 KUP 16 1 6.25% 1 6.25% 3 18.75% 

20 CPP 25 2 8% 4 16% 1 4% 

Total 20 Parties  62 17.81% 55 15.80% 68 19.54% 
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 2. Elected Women 

 
Table 3: Number of Elected Female as MPs for the 6th Legislature 

Political 
Party  

The 6th Legislature Elected Women Seats 

Total # Of 
Elected Women 

Percentage 
(%) 

Province/Capital Constituency 

CPP 19 15.20% 15Provinces/Capital: 
Battambang, Kampong Cham, 
Kampong Chhnang, Kampong 
Thom, Kampot, Kandal, Kratie, 
Phnom Penh, Prey Veng, Pursat, 
Siem Reap, Svay Rieng, Takeo, 
Pailin and Odor Meanchey 

 

125 

25  
(After forming  

new 
government) 

20% 

 

Table 4: Number and Percentage of Elected Female MPs Compared to Elected Male 

 

The Number of Elected MPs of 125 seats taken by CPP 
 

Female Percentage (%) Male Percentage (%) 

Immediately Elected 

19 15.20% 106 84.80% 

After Forming the New Government 

25 20% 100 80% 
 

Table 3 and 4 reveal the result of the 6th legislature NA elections 2018 that the percentage of elected 

women MPs was only 15.20%, equal to 19 (immediately elected) of the total of 125 parliamentary 

seats and most of those were men (84.80%, equal to 106). Only the ruling CPP won all of the 

parliamentary seats in the vote (125 seats) and has female MPs. But the number of female MPs 

increased to 25 (20%) following resignation of a number of elected candidates, most of whom were 

men, following the formation of the new government. 
 

Among the 15 capital-province constituencies where there were elected women, Phnom Penh and 

Svay Rieng province with four seats and Kampong Cham province with three seats, have more 

elected women than the rest of the country. In the contrast, the provinces with the highest 

percentage of elected women are Pailin province with 100% and Svay Rieng province with 80%. They 
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are the followed by Kratie province with 66.66%, Kampong Chhnang with 50%, Phnom Penh with 

33.33% and Kampong Cham province with 30%. Prey Veng and Kandal province are tied with the 

lowest percentage of 9.09%. (Please refer to Appendix 2 on the number and percentage of elected 

female by capital-province constituencies) 
 

Compared to the 5th legislature of 2013, the number of elected women has decreased by 5.12% (6) 

for the 6th legislature of 2018, from 25 (20.32%) in the 5th legislature of 2013 to 19 (15.20%) in the 6th 

legislature of 2018 out of the total 125 elected candidates (immediately elected) but, after the new 

government was formed, the number of female MPs is up to 25 (20%), which is similar to the number 

of elected women for the 5th legislature of 2013. 

According to the figures above, female candidates were still low in number, and the amount of 

elected women parliamentarians decreased with the change from the 5th legislature of 2013 to the 6th 

legislature of 2018. The continuing gender inequality is due to the following reasons: (1) A lack of 

political commitment from the parties, especially the party with the highest potential, namely CPP; (2) 

Continued discrimination against women during the candidate selection process and in the parties; (3) 

A lack of specific written policies, including articles in election laws for supporting and providing 

opportunities for women’s equal participation in the political sphere, especially as candidates in 

elections and to be elected; and (4) Failure to fulfill national obligations in accordance with the 

International Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) 

which Cambodia has ratified since 1992.  Furthermore, these were found that the popular parties, the 

ruling party and opposition party used political messages to criticize and tackle each other's politics to 

counteract their political activities and gain popularity as well as to keep their power during the 2018 

NA Elections, even though the opposition party was dissolved and there was no opportunity to 

compete in the elections. This is reason why the popular parties failed to pay sufficient attention to 

promote women’s participation in politics in accordance with CEDAW and SDG commitments 

Cambodia has taken on. It also makes clear that violence against women in politics is currently 

ongoing in Cambodia. 
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(16) 
64% 

  
 

 (9) 
 36%  

 

 

Graphic 5:  Young & Older Elected Female  ( 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

(For more detail, see Appendix 3 on Number and Name of Female Elected by  
Capital-Province Constituencies) 
 

Graphic 6: Female MPs of CPP, Old and New for the 6th Legislature 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Young 8% 

Old 92% 

Old  

(Re-Elected) 

New  

(Newly Elected) 
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The Factor that motivated Ms. Prok Vanny to do 

enter politics was seeing that women were not 

have brave enough. Also, she aims to be a female 

activist who is a role model for women and inspires 

them to be brave.   

(For more detail, see Appendix 3 on Number and Name of Female Elected by  
Capital-Province Constituencies) 

Graphic 7:  Feamle-Male MPs 125 of the Parliamentary Seats 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ms. Pok Vanny was the 2nd rank candidate for the Grassroots Democratic Party (GDP) in Kampong 

Cham constituency, which had a total of 10 contested seats in the 6th legislature of 2018. She was 

born in 1952 and was 66 years old. She was a contestant with a high level of education and more 

experience with social work, and she has been involved in developing policies to promote women. 
 

She received education, training, and had a lot of work experiences before becoming a politician: 
 

 Finished Bac II (High School)  

 1973 - 1975  Mathematics professor exam ( study completed in 1980 and  

20% 

80% 

 Female MPs 

Male MPs 
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became a mathematics teacher at Baktouk High School, Phnom Penh)  

 1991   Bachelor degree in Mathematics 

 2002 - 2004  Master degree in Political Science and International Relations  

 Participated in various training courses both local and abroad and have experiences such as: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The factors that motivated Mrs. Prok Vanny to participate in the political sphere were the 

observation that “Women were not have brave enough. And, the motivation to become a woman 

activist to be role model who inspires women to be brave” She also describes about GDP as a newly 

party and established as an initiative by Dr. KEM LEY with the approach that the existing parties do 

not seem to have sufficient capacity to properly set strategy, to write a good policy, or to get reports 

and information from people. In the meeting there were no women present, even though they were 

invited. Therefore, Ms. Prok Vanny was invited to participate by Dr. Kem Ley and through her 

experience working on as a member of Board of Directors for some NGOs. In 2017, she was involved 

with people who are members of the GDP to participate in a consultation with women in villages and 

communes about how women could participate in the society.  She mentioned that “Women can do 

politics, Women can be prime minster”. She encouraged women to stand as candidates for 

commune/sangkat councilors and gave advice during the 2017 Commune Council Elections period on 

how to conduct election campaigning and leaflet dissemination. She was asked to stand as a 

candidate by commune/sangkat councilors, GDP members, and many women, so she decided to 

stand as a candidate and appointed as Head of the Commission for Conflict Resolution and Discipline 

in the GDP. She was elected by party’s members to stand as 2nd rank candidate in Kampong Cham 

province for the 6th legislature NA elections 2018. Moreover, she has advocated for placing women 

candidates who are at the lowest-rank to 3rd rank on the party list.  

Ms. Prok Vanny described her challenges during the election campaign period, such as criticism or 

insults through social media, some of which were very hurtful. The other challenge was that her party 

has a little resources and money, but candidacy significant costs for things such as leaflets carrying 

out the campaign. In addition, when she went to the community to do campaigning, some citizens 

o Working for a US organization (PACT) as 

a project officer 

o Village survey  

o Working for UNIFEM (International Org.) 

o Learning about gender, PRA 

o Learning how to use strategies 

o Writing proposals and projects 

 

o Being a Moderator of Ceremony in 

the party political platform debates 

during election campaign periods for 

both the local and national elections 

in 2002 and 2008 

o Learn about leadership, public 

speaking, conflict resolution, and 

peace building…etc 
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seem scared, they did not want to listen to my ideas and hurried away. Some citizens, especially 

young women and men, were not interested in knowing about the issues faced by the society.  
 

Meanwhile, regarding the support from her family for standing as a candidate, she said: “At first my 

family did not want me to do politics, but because of they knew whatever I did was for the nation, 

and if I did not do it then who would? And if I’m remain scared, who’s leading? Some give ideas and 

some give money. And neighbors or friends are also supporters. 

Her method to attract the support of the people: “Her team work talks to people directly to find 

ways to make people strong and more knowledgeable about the situation of politics and the 

nation, and how to exercise their rights as citizens. Also we explain people to make them aware the 

party is good so they will ask to join with us.” 
 
 

Ms. Prok Vanny also special promised solutions for women’s and children’s issues during the election 

campaign. She said “If the party wins, the women will be promoted to enhance understanding and 

achieve equality with men. I will conduct more training for both women and men in order to aware 

that all forms of violence against women have to be reduced both within the family and society. 

Additionally, the GDP’s MPs, whether female or male must be at the grassroots, and have to know 

about the well-being of local residents, and whatever they need they can come to our MPs. The 

GDP’s MPs will not live in the City so women are able to meet them all the time.” 
 

Case Study 2 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

Mrs. Va Sophy was the 1st rank candidate in Kratie constituency (with a total of three seats) from the 

Beehive Social Democratic Party (BSDP) for the 6th legislature of 2018.  

The reasons Mrs. Va Sophy got involved in politics were: (1) In 

Cambodia, there is a low number of women who stand as candidates 

or as MPs. She wanted to increase the number of women, especially 

to achieve gender equality in politics and at decision-making levels. 

(2) She was distressed from having lived as a poorperson that society 

does not care about and who is looked down on by others. (3) She 

saw illegal deforestation by powerful people as well as injustice in the 

society and significant insecurity. 
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She was born in 1964 in Prey Veng province, and became at candidate at the age of 54. But she was 

asked by the party president to stand as a candidate for the Kratie constituency. She had the 

following qualifications and work experience: 

 Graduated from grade 7 

 Attended training session of CEDAC on planting techniques (Techniques for growing 

agricultural crops) 

 Educating people in her community 
 

Mrs. Va Sophy had long maintained an ambition to get involved in politics, although she did not have 

political experience.  She saw that “In Cambodia, there are not many women candidates in the party 

list or as MPs. She wished to increase more women in the political sphere, particularly to have 

gender equality in decision-making and promote women's equal rights with men.” She had a strong 

commitment to stand as a candidate in a political party. Other reasons Mrs. Va Sophy decided to 

participate in politics were: (1) She was distressed to live as a poor person, that was disregarded by 

others and looked down on; (2) she saw illegal deforestation by powerful people as well as injustice 

in the society and a lot of insecurity. She thought that only by getting involved in politics could she 

contribute to solve these problems and be able to stand tall, so she joined the BSDP, because the 

party has good policy and encourages women's political participation. She added that the support of 

her family was also a motivating factor, as well as respect and loving from other male candidates in 

the party. 

Mrs. Va Sophy was an active candidate, and never failed to work with high commitment and made a 

strong contribution to the party. All these factors made her an outstanding candidate, and she was 

elected as the 1st rank candidate for the BSDP. 

“I have faced discrimination by some people who are dissatisfied with me and hold contempt 

because they think that women should not be involved in politics. They say it’s not good for women 

and threatenedd on me to pressure me to stop my campaign or restrict my actions”  Mrs. Va Sophy 

said. However, she was supported by her relatives and family, and this motivated her to continue 

working in politics. 

Her method to attract support from the people was helping people directly with solving problems 

that were happening such as land conflicts, natural disasters that knock down homes, fire house fires, 

as well as digging wells and water canals for the people. In all these areas, she got significant support 

from the people. Prior to standing as a candidate, she worked as a Permanent Committee Member of 

the BSDP. 

She promised that, if selected as a MP for the 6th legislature of 2018: “I am going to help women, 

children, elderly people, and the people with disabilities by accelerating solutions to the problems 
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they are facing. Moreover, I will be encouraging more women to participate in the political sphere. 

More women as leaders, and women’s and children’s issues are resolved sequentially.” 

Ms. Va Sophy recommended: (1) Calling on Cambodian women be brave enough to get involved 

more in politics. Not only in political parties, but in all sectors of society, especially in the main 

institutions, they should stand up to defend their equal treatment. As well, women have to study 

more to be role models, in order for the next generation to have a clear understanding about issues 

in the society and solving problems together; (2) Women vote for women in order to increase 

women's political participation towards gender equality because if there are more women 

representatives, social issues will be resolved more peacefully than as with men who always use force 

to solve problems, so the situation of women and children will also improve. 

3. National Political Platforms of Political Parties on Women’s and Children’s Issues 

 

During the official election campaign period for the 6th legislature NA elections 2018 which lasted for 

21days, from 07-27 July 2018, all twenty political parties actively campaigned to showcase their 

political platform to voters, in relation to leading and developing capital-provinces and the nation, 

including their political platforms on women’s and children’s issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The main point and promises of the political platforms outlined below were extracted from the NEC 

bulletin, released on July 13, 2018, No. 3 on “Policies of political parties during their campaign for the 

6th legislature NA elections”. Additional sources include the political platform of the Grassroots 

Democratic Party (GDP), the political platform of the Cambodian Youth Party (CYP) for the election 

2017-2018, and the statement by Samdech Moha Sena Padei Techo HUN SEN, in the opening remark 

of the election campaign on July 7, 2018 as well as female volunteer citizens reporting for COMFREL 

on “women’s political participation in the 6th legislature NA elections 2018”. It also is based on 

information from female candidates and male candidates in COMFREL’s target areas which consisted 
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of 20 communes/sangkat, of 10 districts/khan, of 5 provinces (including Kampong Thom, Kampong 

Cham, Kampong Chhnang, Takeo and Preah Vihear). 

Table 8: National Political Platforms of Political Parties to Solve Women’s and children’s 

   Issues 
 

The table below shows more attention should be paid by political parties related to solving women’s 

and children’s issues in their political platforms. 
 

Note: There are 7 political parties that have no political platforms initiatives related to solving 

women’s and children’s issues including KWP, CNP, DP, LDP, OMP, KRP, and CIPDP. 

 
No. 

 
Political Platforms 

 

 
Political Parties 

1 Develop and strengthen an effective and sustainable social 
support system to assist that support all people from risks, so that 
no one is left behind.  Continuing to enforce without sacrificing 
“The National Social Support Policy Framework 2016-2025”. 
Enforcement from the mid-2019 for pregnant women and children 
under 2 years in the poor family support program will be divided 
into three stages. Stage 1: Subsidize 4 times.  40,000 Riels per time 
for pregnancy check of pregnant women at local/public health 
care centre. Stage 2: Women that give birth at local/public health 
care center will be subsidized 200,000 Riels. Stage 3: Subsidize 10 
times. 40,000 riels per time when mothers bring the baby to take 
vaccination or care services until reach 2 years old. 
 

CPP 

Increase work opportunities and reasonable salary for women. 
 

Reduce and eliminate exploitation, sexual trafficking of women 
and children and raise awareness on gender rights. 
 
 

2 Provide health services by creating health care education program 
for maternity, pregnant women WIC, and establish a maternity 
department at all villages and communes, as well as provide 
health insurance. 
 

KAPP  
 

Increase and strengthen the quality of education by providing 
transportation support to students and change to US-style 
education system. Jobs will be provided to poor students and 
people with disabilities. Supporting outstanding students to study 
abroad, especially in the United States, and create a Student 
Exchange Program. 
 

3 Prevent and eliminate domestic violence, gangsters, human KNUP  
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trafficking and drug abuse through media and regular crackdowns 
by the relevant authorities, or immediate intervention from local 
authorities for commune-village safety. 
 

Protect and promote respect for all people’s rights such as human 
rights, right to live, freedom of expression, women rights, labor 
rights, and equal freedom of political participation with 
comprehensive, fair competition by law.  
 

4 
 
 
 

Encourage every Cambodian youth who graduated and has 
research talent to expand ability and skills to be able to make 
business plan and organize small enterprises. The government will 
provide loans without interest. 
 

CYP 

Strengthening education at national education institutions and in 
private sector from primary to higher education. Enforce to the 
Annual National Budget Law for the development of children's 
clubs, youth’s clubs and libraries in schools from primary school, 
secondary/high school, and higher education.   

Treating all kinds of diseases for poor people, the elderly, orphans, 
widows, unemployed persons, and civil servants throughout the 
Kingdom of Cambodia. By law, state hospitals, including health 
centers, would be prohibited from requiring fees. 
 

Review the system of the national anti-corruption mechanisms to 
combat land grabbing, all kinds of gambling, money laundering, 
and trafficking of drugs, women, and children.  
 

Encourage women to be prioritized in key social work through 
existing national principles and law to ensure recruitment of 
women at all levels in all state institutions, and setting number of 
women parliamentary candidates to be equal in number to male 
candidates (or approximately 50% of the total candidates).  

5 Promote respect for human rights, matriarchy and put highest 
priority on education.  
 

NLP  

Anti-human-trafficking, drugs trafficking, and anti-corruptions. 
 

6 Create more jobs by being responsible for ensuring youth have a 
job after graduation and gaining professional skills. 
 

KUP  

 

7 Free health care and treatment services for poor people, orphans, 
and the elderly people and have policy to solve women’s and 
children’s issues.  

RDP  

8 Encourage and promote women as priority in working for the 
nation in key units at all levels of state institutions as well as 

BSDP 
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setting number of women parliamentary candidates to be equal to 
male candidates. 
 

Strengthen the field of education and youth at national education 
institutions and in the private sector, from primary school to 
higher education, by allowing students and poor students to 
borrow, covered by the national budget without pay interest for 
their continuing study. In particular, encouragement to include in 
the national budget resources for the development of children's 
clubs, youth’s clubs and libraries in schools, ranging from primary 
school to secondary school and higher education. 
 

9 Youth entrepreneurs will receive 5 million Riels for their business.  
 

GDP 

Creating Kunthak Bopha Hosptial in all districts/khan capital-
provinces and improve the physician’s abilities and values.  

A one-time maternity award will be provided from the state in the 
amount of 500,000 riels. Unemployed workers will be supported 
by 50% state subsidy of their salary for a period of five months.  
 

Support youth with a 5 million riels loan per year for 5-year  
to pursue studies in all areas and levels. Organize a good 
kindergarten in at least 10,000 villages. Prepare public schools to 
meet ASEAN standards from kindergarten to university by 
improving capacity and values of teachers. 
 

10 Develop human resources with equality of access to education, 
have lunch for primary school and those in full-time study. 
 

KEDP 

11 More attention should be paid by FUNCINPEC to build more 
schools, and provide scholarship to students, as well as more work 
opportunities with reasonable salaries for citizens, especially 
women. 
 

FUNCINPEC 

12 Eradicate injustice, exploitation, corruption, and destruction of 
natural resources resulting form as mining, logging, fishing, illegal 
smuggling, trafficking of drugs, as well as trafficking of women and 
children. 
 

RKP  

Ensure more work opportunities and reasonable salaries for 
women. 
 

13 Free health care and treatment services for poor people, orphans 
and elderly people, as well as motivating them.  

KRP 
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Table 9: The promises of female and male candidates given to constituencies toward resolving 

women’s and children’s issues 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

No. Promises of female and male 
candidates in the provincial 

constituencies 

Candidates Political 
Parties 

1 He will contact Korean doctors to treat 

people, especially women and children. 

Mr. Meas Sophea, 65 year-old, 

1st rank candidate at Preh 

Vihear constituency. 

CPP 

2 She will inspire more women’s social 

work participation, and make it easier 

for pregnant women to give birth and 

check on the health of the pregnancy 

more often.   

Mrs. Khouy Bunthan, 50 year-
old,  6th rank reserve candidate 
at Preh Vihear constituency. 

CPP 

 

 

4. Female Members of NEC, PEC, CEC, PSC/BCC 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

During the election campaign period, women 

candidates and men candidates actively campaigned 

in accordance with national political platforms, 

revealing the outcomes for the past five years specific 

promises related to women’s and children’s issues for 

upcoming mandate. 
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National 

There were no woman among the nine members of the National Election Committee (NEC), but 

there were 119 women, equal to 23.47% of the total of 507 people, working staff at the NEC’s 

cabinet. This was an increase of 5.03% (55), compared to the 5th legislature of 2013 when there were 

only 64 women, equaling 18.44%. 
 

Sub-national 

At the same time, the number of women is still low in the sub-national election commissions: there 

were 121 women, equal to 12.38% out of a total 977 staff working at Capital/Provincial Election 

Commissions (PEC). This was a slightly decrease of 1% (3), when compared to the 5th legislature NA 

elections 2013 with 124 women, equaling 13.38%.  
 

However, the number of women increased slightly by 0.79% (92) in the Commune Election 

Commissions (CEC) a change from 1,195, equal to 14.64% in the 5th legislature of 2013 to 1,287, 

equaling 15.43% out of a total 8,338 for the  6th legislature of 2018.  
 

Polling Station and Ballot Counting  
 

Surprisingly, there were more women at the lower levels: there were 63,968 women, equal to 

43.32% out of a total 147,633 polling station officials (PSOs) working at the Polling Station 

Commissions (PSCs) and Ballot Counting Commissions (BCCs). This increased slightly by 1.31% 

(16,055) compared to the 5th legislature of 2013 when there were 47,913 women, equal to 42.01%. 

Notably, the number of women working at PSCs and BCCs kept increasing from the 4th legislature of 

2008 with 32.29%, tothe 5th legislature of 2013 with 42.01%, and the 6th legislature of 2018 with 

43.32%. 

 

5. Women Observers and Female Political Party Agents 

 

For the 6th legislature NA elections in 2018, local NGOs, some foreign embassies which were 

approved by NEC, and political parties deployed their observers and representatives to polling station 

offices in commune/sangkat of the capital city and provinces in order to observe and monitor the 

election process. However, reputed independent non-governmental organizations (NGOs) which 

work on election monitoring, including: COMFREL, NICFEC and TI refused to deploy observers. The 

Japanese government and some European Union members did not send their observers to monitor 

 

There were still very few women working in election 

management positions at all levels for the 6th 

legislature NA elections 2018. 
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Cambodia's elections as well. According to the official figures of NEC, the number of local and 

international observers and political party agents were as follow:6
 

 

 Female National Observers 

 

 

 

 

 

 Female International Observers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unfortunately, the figures did not specify the number of female observers for monitoring the 

election. 
7 Major civil society organizations that monitor the elections decided against observation due to 

restrictions on freedoms and rights of civil society organizations, making people afraid of being 

accaused of participating in serious crimes against the state by pursuing revolution. 

For the 6th legislature NA elections in 2018, Transparency International Cambodia (TI)  announced 

that its observers would not be deployed for the election due to the political environment and 

political conditions during the preceding few months.  As a result it could not mobilize sufficient 

human resources to meaningfully participate in the upcoming election. 

                                                           
6
Press released of NEC on National and International observers on July 26, 2018 and the official result of political party 

agents for the 6
th

 legislature NA elections on July 18, 2018  
7
Radio Free Asia (RFA) broadcast on June 20, 2018 

The NEC officially accredited National Observers of 

the NGOs Associations in the amount 79,612 from 

112 institutions to monitor the election process 

for the 6th legislature NA elections on Sunday, July 

29, 2018. The total number of national observers 

increased by 39,470, compared to the 5th 

legislature of 2013 when there was only 40,142. 

 

 

Regarding the registration of International 

Election Observers, the NEC officially accredited 

322 persons from 42 countries, institutions, and 

embassies, including AIPA-APA-ICAPP-CDI-

EUROPEAN COUNCIL TOURISM and TRADE-

EUROPEAN COUNCIL ON INTERNATIONAL 
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According to COMFREL's  female volunteer 

citizens in four target provinces (Kampong Cham, 

Kampong Chhnang, Kampong Thom and Takeo) it 

was found that during the election campaign and  

cooling day period, there were some irregularities 

affecting women such  a CPP village chief telling 

villagers to vote for the CPP and teaching people 

to choose number 20 on. 

Two major electoral monitoring non-governmental organizations, including the Committee for Free 

and Fair Elections in Cambodia (COMFREL) and the Neutral and Impartial Committee for Free and Fair 

Elections in Cambodia (NICFEC), also announced that they would not conduct election observation on 

July 29 for the same reason. A COMFREL officer told RFA that the reason for not taking part in the 

election was the prohibition on and threats of legal action against the Situation Room NGO coalition 

for election monitoring, a grouping of more than 40 organizations-associations which were accused in 

2017 of participating in the spread of color revolution. 

The spokesman for the NEC Dr. Hang Puthea, told the RFI on June 20, 2018 that the absence of 

observers from NGOs would not affect the accuracy of the vote. 

Small parties have also express their concerns about the lack of election observers. 

 Female Political Party Agents 

 

The Titular Political Party Agents  

Total Female-Male Female 

# % 

51,575 11,241 21.79% 

 

 

6. Female Voters 

 

There was a total of 8,380,217 eligible voters on the official voter list of which 4,470,864 were eligible 

female voters, equal to 53.35% for the 6th legislature NA elections 2018. Voter turnout was only 

6,956,900, equal to 83.02% of the total voters, with more women than men voting on Sunday, July 

29, 2018.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                           
8
The official result of the number of voters for the 6

th
 legislature NA Elections on Sunday, 29 July 2018 was released by the 

NEC on August 15, 2018 
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In other cases, women were threatened by their husbands, and forced to support his favored party. 

There were active pressure by the village chiefs of the CPP to bring people together to teach them 

how to choose the ruling party and correctly mark number 20 on the ballot. It was also found that of 

the 65 women that been interviewed, 46.15% did not vote and 53.84% voted for the following 

reasons: 
 

The 46.16% of women that did not vote claimed that they did not want to go to 
vote for the following reasons:  

Loss of Khmer identity card 

They are worried about the future, because there are no indelible ink on their 
finger so they point out that they did not go to polls.  

No preferred political party 

Did not have enough documents 

Immigration  

Did not register as they work far away  

Elections not fair due to the absence of the CNRP 

They were discriminated against by the authorities, and not given money like 
other people 

Think that  if they did not go to vote, the CPP would still win the election 

Went to vote but was not on time  

Did not support the 6th legislature NA elections in 2018 
 
 

The 53.84% of women that did vote claimed that they voted for following 
reasons: 

Not happy to vote but felt it was their duty 

Wanted to make change to develop the country 

Fear of war because they have experienced difficulties 

To fulfill obligations as a good citizen 

Gifts to the people and money 20,000 Riels to 30,000 Riels as well as solidary food 
gathering motivated them to participate  

To have indelible ink on their finger because it was demanded at their workplace  

Went to show their face because the village chief monitored and listed the voters 
at the polling station 

Wanted to vote to choose their favorite leader 

Do not want to be accused of being opposition supporter 

Civil servants were required to vote to avoid pressure at work 

Because it is a habit to vote for every mandate 
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Female candidates are still low in number and the amount of elected women to parliament 

decreasing from the 5th legislature of 2013 to the 6th legislature of 2018. The inequality and negative 

trend were due to a lack of political commitment from the parties, especially the party with the 

highest potential, namely the CPP., Observation and analysis has found continued discrimination 

against women during the candidate selection process in the parties, and lack of specific written 

policies, including no specific articles in election laws for supporting and providing opportunities for 

women’s equal participation with men in the political sphere, especially as candidates to be elected.  
Furthermore, the popular parties, the ruling party and major opposition party used political messages 

to criticize each other's politics to counteract their political activities and gain popularity for the 2018 

NA Elections. For this is reason the Parties overlooked the issue of promoting women’s participation 

in politics in accordance with CEDAW and SDG commitments Cambodia has taken on. It also made 

clear that violence against women in politics continues Cambodia. 
 

More attention has to be paid by political parties related to advancing on women’s and children’s 

issues outlined in the political platforms for the 6th legislature National Assembly. 

More women voters turned out to vote than men on Sunday July 29, 2018. Among 65 total women 

interviewed, there 46.15% did not vote and 53.84% voted. For the 46.15% that did not vote, it was 

because of reasons and concerns such as lost Khmer identity card, no political party they liked, did 

not have enough documents, immigration, did not register as they work far away, elections not fair 

due to the absence of the opposition CNRP, discrimination by the authorities, not given money like 

other people, the rulling party would win even if they did not vote and they did not support the 6th 

legislature NA elections 2018. For the 53.84% that voted it was because of reasons such as: fulfilling 

citizen obligation, wanting to make changes to develop the country, fear of war because after having 

experienced difficulties, vote buying by donation to the people 20,000 Riels to 30,000 Riels and gave 

them an incentive, to have indelible ink on their finger because it was demanded at their workplace 

and civil servants were required to vote, otherwise they would be pressured or exclude at work. 
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To improve gender equality and women’s political empowerment, the following measures should be 

taken: 

1. Determining Affirmative Action in Electoral Laws 
 

“Affirmative action” is an effective solution to encourage all political parties to place female 

candidates on the party list. The political parties should be encouraged to implement reforms to 

the legal framework by amending electoral laws.  The law can be improved establishing criteria to 

the political party’s candidate registration procedure requiring the use of a sandwich system from 

the top to bottom for ranking on the political party candidate list. There should also be an 

amendment to the Law on Elections of Members of National Assembly (LEMNA) Chapter 4, new 

Article 37 “the list of candidates in each constituency has to use sandwich system from top to 

bottom between women candidates and men candidates.” And the Law on Elections of 

Members of Commune Council (LEMCC) Chapter 7, new Article 49 “candidate lists of each 

political party must alternate female candidates and male candidates from the top to bottom 

ranking.” This is needed to ensure that women stand as candidates in equal proportion and 

importance on each political party list by alternate candidate between female and male from the 

top to bottom. This is a needed affirmative action to achieve genuine gender equality. 
  

2. Eliminate of all Forms of Discriminations Against Women 
 

Providing opportunities to women and eliminating of all forms of discriminations in order to 

promote and improve women’s political participation. Ensure equality of male and female elected 

representatives, and equal access to political power at both local and national levels.  
 

3. Capacity Development for Women  
 

It is necessary to encourage female candidates and elected females through capacity 
development that increases their confidence and work effectiveness after being elected. 
Additionally, there should be training provided to potential women leaders and the next 
generation of female political activists. 
 

4. Good Political Environment 
 

Enhance the political environment and ensure the safety of women, especially women 
candidates. The RGC, local authorities, and the NEC should continue to implement special 
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measures to prevent intimidation and violence against female voters, female candidates, and 
female political activists.  

 

5. Sharing Information through Media 
 

Information must be accessible to people nationwide through the media. The media has a 

responsibility to share information and broadcast it to the public, particularly local communities, 

on the importance and role of women in politics and elections, as well as on the duties and 

achievements of women before and during their term in office, in relation to their decision-

making, leadership and resource management. It is also necessary to increase the effectiveness of 

transferring information and educating citizens on the role of female MPs in the National 

Assembly, their responsibilities and administrative power under the law. Only in this way will 

citizens become more aware of the power and potential of female representatives. 
 

6. Strengthening of law enforcement 
 

The strengthening of legislative power and law enforcement and to achieve independence and 

betterment of the judicial system to protect women from all forms of gender based violence 

including violence against women in politics as well to abolish the culture of impunity that exist 

around these crimes and to punish those who abuse women’s roles and duties. 
 

7. High commitment of political parties 
Political parties have to be committed to achieving sustainable development goals.  

Both the ruling party and the opposition parties must have a high commitment to providing 

opportunities for women to stand as candidates and to be elected at a rate equal to men in 

accordance with CEDAW and SDGs. Even if they are divided on political views and are trying to 

maintain competitiveness or popularity in order to gain power and to win the election, parties 

must not fail to promote women’s equal participation.  

 

  

 

 

                              The end  
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Appendix 1  
 

The Number and Percentage of Women Candidates by 

Capital-Province Constituencies 

 

 

No 

 

Provinces/Capital 

 

Candidates 
Women  

Political 

Parties 

Number Percentage 

(%) 

1 Banteay Meanchey 78 19 24.35% 13 

2 BattamBang 120 34 28.33% 15 

3 Kampong Cham 190 61 32.10% 19 

4 Kampong Chhnang 56 14 25% 14 

5 Kampong Speu 108 32 30.55% 18 

6 Kampong Thom 102 27 26.47% 17 

7 Kampot 96 28 29.16% 16 

8 Kandal 187 41 21.92% 17 

9 Koh Kong 9 1 11.11% 9 

10 Kratie 39 14 35.89% 13 

11 Mondolkiri 10 3 30% 10 

12 Phnom Penh 228 68 29.82% 19 

13 Preah Vihear 12 3 25% 12 

14 Prey Veng 165 33 20% 15 

15 Pursat 52 9 17.30% 13 

16 Ratanakiri 11 2 18.18% 11 

17 Siem Reap 108 19 17.59% 18 

18 Preah Shihanouk 42 11 26.19% 14 

19 Stung Treng 10 2 20% 10 

20 Svay Rieng 70 13 18.57% 14 

21 Takeo 144 32 22.22% 18 

22 Kep 9 2 22.22% 9 

23 Pailin 11 4 36.36% 11 

24 Oddor Meanchey 11 1 9.09% 11 

25 Tbong Khmum 104 25 24.03% 13 

 

Grand Total 

 

1972 

 

498 

 

25.25% 
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Appendix 2  
 

The Number and Percentage of Elected Female by 

Capital-Province Constituencies 

 

 

No 

 

Provinces/Capital 

 

Total 
Women 

Number Percentage (%) 

1 Banteay Meanchey 6 1 16.66% 
2 BattamBang 8 1 12.50% 

3 Kampong Cham 10 3 30% 

4 Kampong Chhnang 4 2 50% 

5 Kampong Speu 6 0 0% 

6 Kampong Thom 6 1 16.66% 

7 Kampot 6 1 16.66% 

8 Kandal 11 1 9.09% 

9 Koh Kong 1 0 0% 

10 Kratie 3 2 66.66% 

11 Mondolkiri 1 0 0% 

12 Phnom Penh 12 4 33.33% 

13 Preah Vihear 1 0 0% 

14 Prey Veng 11 1 9.09% 

15 Pursat 4 1 25% 

16 Ratanakiri 1 0 0% 

17 Siem Reap 6 1 16.66% 

18 Preah Shihanouk 3 0 0% 

19 Stung Treng 1 0 0% 

20 Svay Rieng 5 4 80% 

21 Takeo 8 1 12.50% 

22 Kep 1 0 0% 

23 Pailin 1 1 100% 

24 Oddor Meanchey 1 0 0% 

25 Tbong Khmum 8 0 0% 

 

Grand Total 

 

125 

 

25 

 

20% 
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ឧបសមព័នធ៣ 
 

ចំនួន និងឈ ម្ ោះស្រ្តជីាប់ឈនោ តតាមមណ្ឌ លឈេតត រាជធានី 
 

ល.រ គោរមងារ គោត្តនាម នាមខ្លួន ថ្ងៃ ខខ្ ឆ្ន ាំកាំគ ើ ត្ 
ម ឌ ល គខ្ត្ត-រាជ

ធានី 

 

វយ័ 

១ គោកជាំទាវ នួម សុភ័  ០៣ មករា ១៩៥៥ គខ្ត្តឧត្តរមានជ័យ វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

២ គោកជាំទាវ លី គឹមគលៀង ០១ មករា ១៩៤៨ គខ្ត្តបាត់្ដាំបង វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

៣ គោកជាំទាវ ស្សី គីមឆយ   គខ្ត្តកាំពង់ចាម  

៤ គោកជាំទាវ ខុ្ន ស ុនគអង   គខ្ត្តកាំពង់ចាម  

៥ គោកជាំទាវ កុល ធារនិ   គខ្ត្តកាំពង់ចាម  

៦ គោកជាំទាវ ខក ច័នទមុនី  ១៩៥៨ គខ្ត្តកាំពង់ឆ្ន ាំង វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

៧ គោកជាំទាវ កុប មា៉ា រយី៉ាស ១៥ មីនា ១៩៧១ គខ្ត្តកាំពង់ឆ្ន ាំង វយ័គកេង 

៨ គោកជាំទាវ លឹម ផោល    គខ្ត្តកាំពង់ធាំ  

៩ គោកជាំទាវ អ ុន សុគនាា  ១៥ មីនា ១៩៥៥ គខ្ត្តកាំពត្ វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

១០ គោកជាំទាវ ឃួន សុដារ ី ១៨ វចិឆិកា ១៩៥២ គខ្ត្តកណាត ល វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

១១ គោកជាំទាវ ស ុន សាគភឿន  ១៩៤២ គខ្ត្តក្កគចេះ វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

១២ គោកជាំទាវ ក្តឹ្ង ថាវ ី ០៤ គមសា ១៩៥១ គខ្ត្តក្កគចេះ វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

១៣ គោកជាំទាវ ម៉ាក់ វ ណសីុថា   រាជធានីភនាំគពញ  

១៤ គោកជាំទាវ ក្គចួ សាំអាន ២៦ ឧសភា ១៩៥៣ រាជធានីភនាំគពញ វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

១៥ គោកជាំទាវ គោក គខ្ង ២៥ មីនា ១៩៥៥ រាជធានីភនាំគពញ វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

១៦ គោកជាំទាវ មា៉ា  ណាវ ី   រាជធានីភនាំគពញ  

១៧ គោកជាំទាវ គង់ សាឡន ០៦ គមសា ១៩៥៨ គខ្ត្តថ្ក្ពខវង វយ័ចាំណាស់ 
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១៨ គោកជាំទាវ ឯម ប៉ាុណាណ  ១៧ មិងុនា ១៩៥៧ គខ្ត្តគោធិ៍សាត់្ វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

១៩ គោកជាំទាវ គៅ សាគវឿន ១៣ កញ្ញា  ១៩៤៧ គខ្ត្តគសៀមរាប វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

២០ 
គោកជាំទាវកិត្តិ 
សងគហប ឌិ ត្ ខម៉ាន សាំអន ១៥ សីហា ១៩៥៣ គខ្ត្តសាា យគរៀង 

 
វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

២១ គោកជាំទាវ ដួង វណាណ  ០១ មករា ១៩៥៣ គខ្ត្តសាា យគរៀង វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

២២ គោកជាំទាវ ឈុន សារមឹ ១៧ កកកដា ១៩៥០ គខ្ត្តសាា យគរៀង វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

២៣ គោកជាំទាវ គៅ សុភាព ០៥ កកកដា ១៩៥៩ គខ្ត្តសាា យគរៀង វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

២៤ គោកជាំទាវ និន សាផុន ០៦ កកកដា ១៩៤៨ គខ្ត្តតាខកវ វយ័ចាំណាស់ 

២៥ គោកជាំទាវ បាន ស្សីមុាំ ១៥ សីហា ១៩៧៥ គខ្ត្តថ្ប៉ាលិន វយ័គកេង 
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ឈបក្ខភាពតំណាងរាស្រ្តនារដីែលឈរឈ ម្ ោះលដំាបឈ់លេឈរៀងទី ១ 

 ពុធ, 6 មិថុនា 2018 14:53 
 អត្ថបទ៖ សុខ សុវត្ថិ 

គណបក្សចំនួន ២០ នឹងចូលរមួប ោះបនន ត្បរជើសតំងតំ្ណាងរាស្តសត នីតិ្កាលទី៦ នាថ្ថៃទី២៩ ខខក្ក្កដា នន ំ
២០១៨។ គណបក្សទំង២០  នដាក់្បបក្ខជនឈរប ម្ ោះ តមមណឌ លនានា ខដលក្នុងបនាោះក៏្មានបបក្ខជនជានារ ី
ជាបរចើនរបូផងខដរ។ ខលីៗ សូមបលើក្យក្ខត្ បបក្ខជនជានារ ីខដលឈរប ម្ ោះលំដាប់បលខបរៀងទី១ បៅតមមណឌ ល
ប ុបណាណ ោះ។ សូមតមដានតមលំដាប់បលខបរៀងគណបក្សទំង ២០ ដូចខាងបរកាម៖ 
 ១. គណបក្សខខមររបួរមួជាតិ្ 

 អងគឌួង ណិមសូហ្វនី (អាយុ ៦៣នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តរក្បចោះ 
 ជា នន (អាយុ ៦៥នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តថ្ប លិន 

២. គណបក្សមាតុ្ភូមិបយើង 
 ហឹុ្ម សុគនធ ី(អាយុ ៥៦នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លរាជធានីភនំបពញ 

៣. គណបក្សពនលឺថមី 
 ខក្វ សុផា (អាយុ ៤០នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្ត ត់្ដំបង 
 សរ បោភ័ណឌ  (អាយុ ៥៥នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តកំ្ពង់សពឺ 

៤. គណបក្សសញ្ជា តិ្ក្មពជុា 
 វនិ បោភា (អាយុ ៣៣នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្ត ត់្ដំបង 
 ហ្ងស ភណណិ កា (អាយុ ៣១នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តភនំបពញ 
 វនិ សុភាន (អាយុ ២៦នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តបោធិ៍ោត់្ 
 ហ្ នុ បោភា (អាយុ ៤៤នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តតខក្វ 
 ហ្ងស សុបញ្ជា  (អាយុ ៣១នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តត្បូងឃមុំ 

៥. គណបក្សខខមរបរកាក្ 
 ឈនុលី នាររីត័្ន (អាយុ ២៦នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តក្ណាា ល 
 រាន ណាខរ  ន (អាយុ ២៨នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តរពោះសីហ្នុ 

៦. គណបក្សសំបុក្ឃមុសំងគមរបជាធិបបត្យយ 
 បជៀម សុលី (អាយុ ៥២នន ំ) ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តបនាទ យមានជ័យ 
 ជា សុខបអង (អាយុ ២៥នន ំ) ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្ត ត់្ដំបង 
 ហួ្ន ផាន់ណារ ី(អាយុ ៥៤នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តកំ្ពង់ចាម 
 អ ុយ ផលល ី(អាយុ ៦២នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តកំ្ពត្ 
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 ឯ ផាត្ (អាយុ ៥៦នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តបកាោះកុ្ង 
 វ  សុភី (អាយុ ៥៤នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តរក្បចោះ 
 ប ុន គឹមបហ្ង (អាយុ ៦០នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តមណឌ លគិរ ី
 គង់ ស្សីតូ្ច (អាយុ ២៥នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តរពោះវហិារ 
 បេង គីមហុ្ង (អាយុ ៥៣នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តរត្នគិរ ី
 ផូ ចាន់ថន (អាយុ ៣១នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តរពោះសីហ្នុ 
 បឌឿក្ ចាន់បរឿន (អាយុ ៥០នន ំ) ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តសទឹងខរត្ង 
 ថ្ម  សុខា (អាយុ ៤១នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តខក្ប 
 អ ុ ៊ុំ ថ្ផ (អាយុ ៧១នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តថ្ប លិន 
   ង វណាណ  (អាយុ ៣៥នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តឧត្តរមានជ័យ 

៧. គណបក្សរបជាធិបបត្យយមូលដាា ន 
 េឹក្ រដាា  (អាយុ ៤៥នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តបោធិ៍ោត់្ 

៨. គណបក្សោធារណរដារបជាធិបបត្យយ 
 សួន ម ុម (អាយុ ៣៨នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តកំ្ពង់សពឺ 
 និត្ ចាន់ធា (អាយុ ៤២នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តបសៀមរាប 

៩. គណបក្សរសមបីខមរា 
មិនមានបបក្ខជនជានារ ីខដលឈរបលខបរៀងទី១ បនាោះបទ 
១០. គណបក្សសមព័នធបដើមបរីបជាធិបបត្យយ 

 បសង សុខងីម (អាយុ ៣៣នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តកំ្ពង់នន ំង 
 អីុ ស ជីូង (អាយុ ៣៣នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តកំ្ពត្ 
 សុទធ សុផារ ី(អាយុ ២៥នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តរក្បចោះ 
 សុខ សុជាត (អាយុ ៣២នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តរពោះវហិារ 

១១. គណបក្សខខមរោធារណរដា 
 យួន សីុថា (អាយុ ៣៩នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លរាជធានីភនំបពញ 
 េូង ចិនាត  (អាយុ ៣១នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តតខក្វ 

១២. គណបក្សខខមរឈប់រក្ 
 វ ន វន (អាយុ ៣៧នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តរក្បចោះ 
 កុ្យ សិុនបហ្ង (អាយុ ៦២នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តមណឌ លគិរ ី
 ស្សី វរលក្ខណ៍ (អាយុ ៤៤នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លរាជធានីភនំបពញ 
 នឹម សុខបឃឿន (អាយុ ៣៩នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តសទឹងខរត្ង 

១៣. គណបក្សហ្វ នុសិុនបិុច 
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 ឃុន បខម (អាយុ ៥១នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តថ្ប លិន 
១៤. គណបក្សខខមរអភិវឌឍន៍បសដាកិ្ចច 

 បភលៀន ប ុនយីុន (អាយុ ៣៩នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តកំ្ពង់ចាម 
 ខញ ត្ សុន (អាយុ ៥៩នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តកំ្ពង់សពឺ 
 បថាង សុភា (អាយុ ៤៤នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តបសៀមរាប 
 អូន ណាបរ  ត្ (អាយុ ២៦នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តត្បូងឃមុ ំ

១៥. គណបក្សយុវជនក្មពជុា 
 ខក្វ ច័នទសុផារា  (អាយុ ២៦នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តោវ យបរៀង 

១៦. គណបក្សធមាម ធិបបត្យយ 
 សូរាជ សិរធិីត (អាយុ ៥៨នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តកំ្ពង់សពឺ 
 យី វបុិល (អាយុ ៦៧នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តកំ្ពត្ 
 បោធិតី្ ោវត្ថី (អាយុ ៦២នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លរាជធានីភនំបពញ 
 បៅ អូន (អាយុ ៥៨នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តថ្រពខវង 
 ស ន សុផលល ី(អាយុ ៣៥នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តតខក្វ 

១៧. គណបក្សឆនទៈខខមរ 
 ោន មុទិត (អាយុ ៤៦នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តបនាទ យមានជ័យ 
 វ  ស្សីនាង (អាយុ ៤៤នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តកំ្ពង់នន ំង 
 ផល សុភា (អាយុ ៤០នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តមណឌ លគិរ ី
 អ ុក្ សុផល (អាយុ ៣៨នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តរពោះវហិារ 
 ជា ោរុ ំ(អាយុ ៥៥នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តរត្នគិរ ី
 គង់ សុភី (អាយុ ៥០នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តរពោះសីហ្នុ 
 មា  សុខរា នីន (អាយុ ៥៨នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តតខក្វ 
 ផល សុភាព (អាយុ ៥០នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្តខក្ប 

១៨. គណបក្សជនជាតិ្បដើមរបជាធិបបត្យយក្មពុជា 
មិនមានបបក្ខជនជានារ ីខដលឈរបលខបរៀងទី១ បនាោះបទ 
១៩. គណបក្សខខមរខត្មួយ 

 ឃី បម ងលីន (អាយុ ៤៣នន ំ) ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី១ មណឌ លបខត្ត ត់្ដំបង 
២០. គណបក្សរបជាជនក្មពុជា 

 ខម ន សំអន (អាយុ ៦៥នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តោវ យបរៀង 
  ន ស្សីមំុ (អាយុ ៤៣នន ំ)៖ ឈរប ម្ ោះបលខបរៀងទី ១ មណឌ លបខត្តថ្ប លិន
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